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CLUB NIGHT:
VENUE:

CANCELLED – Nah, Nope, Nada.
Stay home, be safe, watch TV

Club Night Theme: Not happening unfortunately. Stay home and
finish that project you started six week ago.
Club Themed Flying Day: Pretend your lawn mower is an airplane, if
nothing else it’s good exercise
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HMAC REEKERS FLYING FIELD
REMAINS CLOSED
UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE IN RESPONSE TO THE
COVID 19 VIRUS LEVEL 3 STATUS

You may have read that CAA are allowing a controlled return to Model
Flying activities under Level 3. At this time MFNZ are leaving it to
individual clubs to manage re-opening their facilities. At this point
HMAC have not made the decision to re-open until we can effectively
manage large volumes of fliers (unlike some smaller clubs) and comply
with the few guidelines that have been suggested. We take your health &
safety seriously and therefore appreciate your co-operation whilst we
investigate what it is we as a membership and a flying facility need to do
to ensure your safety. For example, we will likely need all of the
following items to be in place before reopening…eg; published flying
activity guidelines, published health and safety guidelines, applicable
signage on the field and also hardware such as hand sanitisers, gloves
etc. for those that forget to bring their own items.
So for now, please keep an eye on the Website and individual emails
from the club for further information.
And as stated below under Level 4, most of these points remain
valid….
It’s not so much that you may come across someone else and spread/pick
up the virus through contact, but more that if you were to have a serious
harm accident whilst there, you are on your own. Likewise, if someone
else is there, they shouldn’t be put in the position of having to take care
of you. Also, any emergency response and care required takes away
from those that may need it under Covid19.
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Furthermore, consider the possibility of spreading the virus by opening
gates, holding on to gate handles, removing the Electric fence handles
and lowering fence standards around the field. All of these actions hold
the potential to transmit the virus through contact with surfaces.
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Presidents Report
Grant
As you are all well aware, the last few weeks
have been some of the most stressful and
uncertain times that the majority of us have
ever experienced or faced. I have been
working from home which I initially thought
wouldn’t be too bad, but I must say that was
an under estimation and the reality was quite a
bit removed from the expectation. In saying
that, I am very thankful that I am still able to continue working which
wasn’t the case for a number of our members.
The first question I know you want to hear the answer to is…
”When we can return to flying operations”
Answer….SOON
It’s with much anticipation we look forward to a move back to CV19
Level 2. However with respect to returning to flying we will need a little
time to ensure that we are complying with the requirements of level 2
and can provide a safe recreational environment. We will need to
provide appropriate signage along with targeted guidance on how we
undertake our activities and comply with safe health practices. We need
to ensure you can return to flying with as little risk as possible and that
we can accommodate everyone who wishes to fly or spectate. We also
need to get the field mown and tidied up.
Therefore, until we announce a reopening date for Reekers Flying field,
the field will remain CLOSED to all flying. We hope we can get the
field prepared and opened for flying within a week of the authorities
relaxing NZ back to level 2.
Once we are ready to re-open for flying operations we will be sending an
email to all members, the website will be updated and a notification
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placed on our HMAC facebook site. There will be
instructions/guidelines on what how we expect to operate and the
precautions we would like you to take to ensure yours and others safety.
In preparation for returning to fly, can you please ensure you stock up on
your own supply of hand sanitizer and personal protection equipment to
bring with you when visiting the flying field. We will be able to supply
small amounts of these items for emergency use, but the expectation is
that members should provide their own equipment and sanitizer.
A couple of examples of what we will be expecting you to follow as safe
field practice. We will be encouraging you to sanitize your hands before
& after setting down the electric fences and then again after putting the
fences up at the end of the flying session. Also sanitizing hands after
handling someone else’s transmitter, aircraft or field equipment. And it
goes without saying, if you are unwell, stay at home!
Now, for some other news.
Clubnights: at this stage we are not looking to recommence club nights
before July at the earliest. We know that under level 2 some public
gatherings are permitted, but due to our clubnight venue being relatively
small it’s unlikely we can meet or maintain acceptable social distancing
practice. Therefore there will be no May or June meetings and we will
review this again as the year progresses.
Floatplane Days: At this point no dates have been set for float plane
flying events. As these events occur on public reserve sites we will now
have additional responsibilities towards both our members and public
alike.
Club themed flying days: these will not resume for the next couple of
months to assist in keeping the numbers of people on the field at any one
time at manageable levels & particularly over the weekends.
So there you have it, we are going to be a little inconvenienced for a few
months, but in the short term we expect to be back flying from Reekers
Airfield within the coming week. So start charging and cycling those
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batteries and make sure your aircraft is good to go so that when we give
you the Okay, you are ready to fly
So finally, here are a couple of pictures from my workbench over the last
few weeks, I’ve mostly worked on repairs and maintenance, but have
finally moved onto assembling my new “Perry” Cessna Floatplane.

Setting up control horn throws on the Cessna

Damaged Sports Cruiser nose wheel & firewall repair
Cheers Grant…. and remember safe flying is no Accident & No Covid !
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Message from the
treasurer:
Alan
I would like to thank all the members
that have paid there subs so far.
I was able to send the MFNZ subs on the
15 April with 58 members having paid.
I have another 4 members subs who have paid after I did the first run and
will send them down after this month’s magazine has been sent out. The
remaining 13 members who have not yet paid please send to our account
no 03 0314 0215645-00 by direct credit and ensure your name is on the
deposit
Thanks to the members that have advised me that you are not rejoining
this year.
Membership fees are:
Senior
over 70
Control line /Freeflight
Junior
Associate

$187.00
$167.00
$127.00
$ 65.00
$ 75.00

The new membership cards from MFNZ will be sent back to me shortly.
Remember that when the flying field reopens if you have not paid your
subs you will not be able to fly at any flying site under MFNZ.
Alan
Treasurer HMAC
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And
from
Bulletin Editor:

the

Dave

Thank you to all those who sent
through contributions to this month’s
newsletter. It is very much appreciated and given the circumstances
helps us all stay in touch one way or another. There are some good
projects happening and I’m sure there are others as well that will make a
surprise debut at the field in the near future.
It is of course no surprise that all events for this month have been
cancelled or postponed and we just have to wait and see what Level 2
restrictions will look like, but hopefully we will all be ok to resume
flying in June. Just in time for winter………yay.

When a long time ago meets a galaxy far far away
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Aircraft I Dream About— the Short
Skyvan
Bruce Pickering

An often quoted architectural term is “Form follows function.” Consider
performance first, and then make it look good. Clearly, when Short
Brothers of Belfast designed the Skyvan they did not subscribe to that
adage. It was not designed to look graceful; it was made to perform a
function. First flown in 1963, one may even wonder what exactly the
designers had been partaking of at the time. However, founded in 1908,
Short Brothers was the oldest aviation company in the world and in fact
the Short Skyvan series proved to be a useful and economical aeroplane.
One flew into Gisborne
around 1978 as part of a
promotional visit;
I believe it was the SC-7.
Anyway, some of us got
to get a good look, both
inside and out, and it
became very clear why it
was nicknamed “Flying
Shoebox” or “The Shed.”
Although first flown in
1963, the Skyvan roots
go back some years
earlier.
The
Skyvan
story
actually starts in the
1950’s. The French
aviation company HurelDubois had developed the concept of high aspect ratio wings for aircraft
of low cruising speed. Working with F.G.Miles Ltd, they proposed
fitting such a wing on their combined creation, the HDM 106 Caravan. It
all gets a bit confusing but somewhere along the line Miles had
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developed the Aerovan based on a Hurel-Dubois prototype.
Subsequently they approached Shorts with a proposal to develop the
series further. After evaluating the Miles proposal, Shorts rejected the
Caravan, but using data gathered from trials of both Miles’ and HurelDubois’ designs, they developed their own unique design that they called
the Shorts SC7 Skyvan.

The plan was to retain the Caravan’s freight capacity while employing
the high aspect ratio wing. The resulting Skyvan was a utility all-metal
twin engined aircraft. The unpressurized box section fuselage carried the
wing on top, with twin rudders on the stabilizer. It became popular with
freight operators compared to other small aircraft for its simplicity and
efficiency, and because of its large rear door for loading and unloading
freight.
Three years after construction started the first prototype flew in the
beginning of 1963. Originally powered by two Continental piston
engines, the prototype was later re-engined with the Turbomeca Astazou
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engines of 520 equivalent shaft horsepower (ESHP). Further
development saw the use of more powerful engines, until 1968 when
production switched to the Skyvan Series 3 aircraft. This aircraft was
fitted with Garrett AiResearch TPE331 turboprops of 715 ESHP. Later,
Shorts introduced the stretched 330 Skyvan, which had Pratt & Whitney
PT6 turboprops.

Before production ended in 1986 just over 150 Skyvans flew off the
assembly line, meeting a variety of interesting destinies in the process.
The series performed much the same role as the deHAVILLAND Twin
Otter, but freight operators favoured it because of its large rear cargo
door. This rear door also gained popularity with skydivers. Like the
Twin Otter, the Skyvan 330, found use as a regional airliner. Although
not a true STOL aeroplane, with a full complement of 30 passengers, or
a 1.5 tonne payload, it had quite decent STOL performance.
The final version of the Skyvan was the extended 360 model, which
featured a single vertical stabilizer as opposed to the twin arrangement
on the 330. Production of the Skyvan series of aircraft ended in 1991,
and Short Brothers of Belfast became absorbed by the aerospace giant
Bombardier.
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The Skyvan served a number of purposes in both military and civilian
aviation. At times, some have been used for aerial geological surveys
and air-to-air photography missions. They’ve been very popular with
skydivers; in the words of one: “they are loads of fun to run out the back
of.” It seems that pilots are warned about two structural weaknesses. One
is the nose wheel attachment point, which can get stressed easily; the
other is the flaps. Apparently the flap actuation was designed for a large
single flap that later was split into two panels, which made them more
vulnerable to heavy handed operation. Of course, neither of these issues
need to be a problem when designing a model.
So, would the Skyvan make a good model? Well, many have been
built—all I’ve seen so far have been electric powered, which is probably
the best propulsion system give how skinny the engine nacelles are. If
you like the idea of dropping things from the sky, it would make the
ideal model.
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Members Covid Lockdown Projects
Alan Rowson
Part 1:
With no flying at the field I thought I might as well make an effort and
do some work on the Stampe SV 4. For the members that did not see this
at a club night a few months back this model is a 1/3 scale with a
wingspan of 3.1 metres . It is being powered by a G62 with a Toni Clark
2-1 reduction drive swinging a 34x20 prop. When finished this aircraft
will weigh 18 to 20 kg.
I have already covered the tail section with Sig Coverall. This covering
can be purchased from Hanger One.
Today Saturday I thought I should spend the day putting the wings on to
see if they fit ok. Had to do a bit of filling on the bottom wings with
balsa fillets to the fuselage, all turned out ok.
Due to the size of this aircraft I had to do this in the other garage and that
was tight fit as well.
As this aircraft has to be registered and inspected by Grant I can only do
minor things until Covid 19 is gone and we can all get back to normal.
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Part 2:
Over the last six weeks i have been working on the Stampe SV4.
I have now covered the wings and tail plane with Sig Coverall and doped
all the surfaces.
Due to the lockdown I was not able to get any paint until this week so
when Super cheap was able to supply I purchased 6 cans of grey primer
and the following day purchased 10 cans of Mid grey.I have now painted
all the tail section and just need to add the white on the rudder. The next
job is to undercoat the four wings. There has been good calm sunny days
for the painting outside.
I have sent a couple of photos of the wings and tail section and also a
photo of the Stampe that I am copying . This photo is a Stampe in the
French Airforce when they had them in the 1950s.
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Bernard Scott
This is the first design on my list of "Viral Intentions”, an Etienevre for
the Coupe d’Hiver event.
Over the first week of imprisonment the bones have been assembled,
now comes the difficult bit - the propeller.
Coupe d'Hiver models are flown using a tiny rubber motor, just 10
grams, which makes it a real challenge to make two-minute maximums.
The model will be able to be flown in Classic Free Flight, and Mini Free
Flight Combined as well as the Coupe d’Hiver event.
It is not expected to be competitive as pictured the bare bones clock in at
1.23 ounces or nearly 35 grams so the finished model will certainly be
overweight.
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Kevin Barnes
Here are some pictures of my “lockdown” project. This is a Cirrus glider
that was kitted by Aeroflyte sometime in the 1960’s or early 70’s.
This model was my start to aeromodelling. I built this as a 13 year old in
the early 1970’s and low and behold it flew. It was a great model. I
remember my first learnings from trimming was that the model would
not tow up – it would tow sort of flat and we worked out that a bit of
packing under the wing leading edge might help…..and amazingly it did.
My Dad helped particularly with a longer towline (monofilament fishing
line). The original model was built while I was in Invercargill and flown
at the park behind our house. I do remember the model getting away and
flying over the local school – I’m not sure if I would do that today.
The
plan
and
details
are
https://outerzone.co.uk/plan_details.asp?ID=1638

available

from

I have hand glided the model in back yard; it flew into the pool fence,
hence the repaired tip already – but I am looking forward to testing when
lockdown is over!
Regards
Kevin
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__________________________________________________________

Al Ward
Just a couple of pictures of the Covid 19 Lockdown Project to stop
getting bored...or board??
It was an Airsail kit of the 1939 Heron Gas Buggy just something for
Vintage. Thanks Regards Al Ward..
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__________________________________________________________

Stan Hodson
Love the lock down as it has allowed me heaps of building time. This is
my new Hangar Nine Cub with an OS 160 twin. My old one got a bit of
hanger rash as it was 8 years old. Ready to test when allowed.
Cheers Stan
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...and let’s not forget about Stan’s Spitfire
Some photos of wing retracts test fitted air up and down. They work real
good
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Sheeting top and ailerons fitted and mass balanced using 3mm carbon
rod and custom made hinges and heaps of travel…. And yes Grant, it
should roll to the right real good

Brian and Helen Howser
As I sit at our computer replying to emails I have come across your
request for articles for your next newsletter.
Brian has a little workshop out the back and over the next 4 weeks or
however long it takes; this is where he will spend many hours. It is a
shed where he builds and tinkers and only he knows where to find that
next bit of equipment he needs.
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Hang on. That is not entirely true, most of the time he knows where to
find it.
So everybody keep safe, follow the rules and with a little sense of
humour and a lot of common sense we will all find our way to the other
side of this.
Helen Howser
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Malcolm Foster
Hi,
I’ve attached a few photos of my latest little electric project. Span is 1.2
metres, weight 440 grams, or 550 with a 1500 Mah 3SLipo . Good
performance, with extra aileron movement. I ground the foam wheels
down a bit on my bench sander, to give a more aerodynamic profile. No
clear windshield on this one, just different coloured paper on the foam
fuselage. Wing is foam with a hard balsa spar, carbon fibre top and
bottom, for that “I” beam strength. Roundels are printed on paper from a
laser colour printer, and PVAed on. This one won’t be going on floats,
but is a “shore-bird” using short stretches of sand on the beach.
The weather at Waiomu has been perfect throughout level 4 lockdown and no flying possible! Now that it is possible the weather has
deteriorated, as dictated by Murphy’s law. Roll on the next HMAC
floatplane day.
All the best,
Malcolm
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Dave Crook
After sitting on a shelf at the back of my Man Cave for three years my
Polikarpov PO-2 lives again. A new rudder and elevator complete with
left over covering I had from the build first time around, a new motor, a
fixed left wing and all the cobwebs and spiders gone. No wonder
Captain Karpov looks pleased.
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For Sale.
I have a Jerry Bates USA set of plans and wood short kit for the Bearcat,
pic of specs attached.
JERRY BATES USA Bearcat plans and short wood kit.
1/5 scale.
Came from the NZ distributor Avetek.
Cost NZ $620 +. Im wanting $375 to a club member.
Jeremy Madley
021 289 4889.

__________________________________________________________
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Thanks to Al Ward for this article. Please note the print will most
likely need to be enlarged….Ed.
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THIS IS REALLY AMAZING TO WATCH
Great Story !
An 18 year-old just out of high school was trained to take pictures of
damage done to German targets. He flew in a British Spitfire fitted with
extra fuel tanks where the guns were. In other words, he flew over
Germany unarmed ½ WWII American Spitfire Pilot
This is probably one of the best WWII film clips out there. Stored for 61
years in two suitcases of 16mm home movies that were inherited by
filmmaker William Lorton from his great uncle who served as a Flight
Surgeon. Those suitcases contained 3 hours of war footage that included
a compelling crash landing of a Spitfire in 1944
Filmed in a 2005 interview with the then 83 year old pilot and seeing the
expression onï¿½his face when he realizes it is him in the cockpit, is
something you won't soon forget.
At 18 years old, he was all alone, behind enemy lines, with no guns, no
escort, and he gladly did it.
They just don't make them like that anymore. It was truly the greatest
generation and we owe them so much.
Click this link ½ American Spitfire Pilot in WWII

Thank you Alan for sending this
through. Well worth
watching…Ed.
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Twin-jet/prop C208 Caravan of the
future?
The Boeing TTBW – The Future of Passenger Planes?
by Joanna Bailey 24 March 2020
Royal Aeronautical Society
Hamilton Branch
The Boeing Transonic Truss-Braced Wing (TTBW) airliner is looking to
rewrite the rulebook on how planes are designed. Originally conceived
in 2010, the design is in its fourth phase of testing and evaluation. If all
goes to plan, Boeing predicts we could see planes like this taking to the
skies as soon as 2030 – 2035. Here’s what you need to know about the
TTBW.
Boeing unveiled a groundbreaking new concept back in January last year.
The Transonic Truss-Braced Wing (TTBW) airliner looks to rewrite the
rule books on aircraft design, and could give us a glimpse into the future
of
flying.
Working in collaboration with NASA, the Boeing concept plane features
a lightweight, ultra-thin and more aerodynamic wing design, engineered
to offer the best fuel efficiency in the skies. The TTBW concept is
designed to fly up to Mach 0.80, a similar speed to current jetliners and
faster
than
any
previous
truss-braced
wing
concept.
From tip to tip, the wingspan of this concept plane comes in at 170 feet
(51m). While that’s big, it’s not as big as the wingspan of an A350
(212.4 ft / 64.75m) or even the 787 Dreamliner (197 ft / 60m). However,
this is no widebody aircraft, as it’s seen as an evolution of the Boeing
737 class of planes. Compared to the 737 MAX 8, for example, the
TTBW exceeds its wingspan by some 53 ft (16m).
And it’s not just the size of the wingspan that makes all the difference
here. The TTWB uses a modified wing sweep and an ultra-thin design,
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which reduces induced cruise-drag of the high aspect ratio wing. As a
result, the plane is expected to deliver a 9% fuel burn saving over
conventional tube-and-wing jets when operating on flights of up to 3,500
Nm.
To enable this huge narrowbody wingspan, Boeing is planning to
employ a technology that we’ve seen proven on something a whole lot
bigger. The folding wingtips of the 777X have become its trademark
feature, but the TTBW takes this one step further. The wings would fold
almost in half, with support provided by the truss rather than being
reliant on the cantilever design used in aircraft today.
Will

we

ever

see

the

concept

fly?

While Boeing and Airbus often unveil concepts which, in practice, never
make it off the ground, the researchers are confident this is a design
modification that will eventually make it to the mainstream. Boeing has
been working on a TTBW design since 2010, via the partnership known
as the Boeing and NASA Subsonic Ultra Green Aircraft Research
(SUGAR) program, and now sees airliners using this concept taking to
the
skies
in
2030
–
2035.
The current TTBW design is the fourth iteration of the concept, which
has seen cruise speed rise from Mach 0.745 to Mach 0.8. It has also seen
the wing sweep increased and various other aspects tweaked to improve
the end result. Boeing’s TTBW program manager Neal Harrison told
ATW
earlier
in
the
year,
“The big carrot here is a dramatic increase in vehicle wing aspect ratio
which gives us a significant decrease in induced drag. We get efficiency
from the strut-braced configuration itself, including a significant
decrease in wing bending moment which in turns leads to the potential
for simplified structural attachments such as hinge joints for wing
attachments.”
High-speed testing has already been undertaken using scale models, in
the NASA Ames Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel. Lessons learned from this
will inform the fifth phase of the project, which is expected to begin in
35

the

second

quarter

of

2020.

Of course, with any groundbreaking redesign of the way we think of
aircraft, there will be extensive certification challenges to overcome.
Boeing noted that it will need to consider issues such as tolerance to bird
strikes, crashworthiness and icing effects, among others, in future
evaluations
of
the
concept.

Courtesy of Grant
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Free to a good home courtesy of Tony
Gribble, AucklandSoar. Box of engines
comprising, OS25, OS35 plus a few
others plus some props
As is. Will be brought along to the next
club evening, unless someone grabs
them prior.
Contact Dave Crook 021 123 6040
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Parting Shot:
Remember we did it first !

HMAC members practicing social distancing 5 months before Jacinda
told us too. Well done chaps.
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Coming Events 2020
Please check on the HMAC website http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/
for all coming events for May and June
At this point in time all events for May have either been cancelled or
postponed….Ed

May 2020
 HMAC Club Night Meeting - CANCELLED
May 13, 2020 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A
Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)

June 2020
 HMAC Club Night Meeting – To be Confirmed
June 10, 2020 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms, 68A
Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)

Next Flight Lines June 2020
June Newsletter deadline – Wednesday 3 June 2020

For further up to date event info please visit:
http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/
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